
1) If a "Rainy Day" fund is established, keep on account within the PYC. 
2) Some of the items asked about in the survey suggest that "capital' expenses are not all nailed down yet.  I understand 
that.  It is a large task, but critical.  When such things as the bar project got as far as it did and we don't even know all of 
our long term needs are is ludicrous and has to come from persons who (redacted).
All improvements to the club infrastructure should be shared by all members equally.
Although the quality and price of food is paramount, the furniture and china/glasses used is also important to creating a 
comfortable, enjoyable dining experience at PYC.  New tables (pedestal ?); chairs; and matching china would enhance 
club dining.

I feel the Hatch is underused for the amount of space it requires and currently 
is often an unsupervised (and therefore unsafe) place for children.  Space could be better utilized.

Kitchen upgrades need to be high on spending priority lists.
As a member I appreciate the effort of the Planning Committee to seek a variety of relevant input.
As a single member who is seasonal, I would love to have more options for meeting the members at events, bar, happy 
hours, games, etc. It is difficult to eat dinner alone at a table so an expanded bar would help.  Also, the menu upgrade to 
fresher, less fried options would be fabulous and would help get my kids to want the PYC as a dining choice when they 
are in town.
I agree that those who have boat slips should be assessed the majority of the cost of upgrades, but it is also a Yacht 
Club and would not be so named without having boat access with boating activities.  I think a very small cost ($50?) 
should be assessed all members who do not have a boat slip. 
I am happy to use the club the way it is.  I am not a sailor but I believe it is important and would be willing to pay for the 
dock and slip improvements.
A good broiled or grilled fish and a nice steak would be a good addition to the menus.
I am not an active member being I work. I felt like I was not knowledgeable to answer some questions but it was not 
allowed to be left blank. Also this survey may have been better in September when things are more fresh in mind.
Thanks for all you do, Karen Way
I am not in favor of the proposed dock plan or the bar plan.
I am totally against the proposed docking.  It would completely change the way we dock our boats,  and it would effect 
the entire boating community in a negative way.
I did not agree with marina users bearing 100% of the marina improvement project because we are a yacht club and this 
should be a shared expense by the entire membership
I like the overall dining area and basket nights. Buffets waste a lot of food. Bar room is adequate, new bar room area 
would only congest the bar area more. Support new docks but not the overall marina plan.  
I like the simplicity of the club, how its like "old Pentwater" with how it has just a simple charm to it. I like that its not too 
modern or flashy. I like the bar as is - a small, cozy, nautical nook of a bar. I think it would be smart to just keep 
maintaining and sprucing up the club as it is rather than making bigger aesthetic and structural changes. The club has a 
low key, charming, breezey, small town feel to it and it would be nice to keep that rather than trying to be something 
more modern and flashy. 
I love the white wood rectangular tables in the dining room, but the round ones remind me of a nursing home. Let's roll 
back the clock a bit. 
I strongly oppose the expansion of the marina and how it is being handled
I think a good idea would be to make the cocktail glasses larger (a larger pour) and raise the price of a drink.    
I think some of the areas of this questionnaire are directed more toward local members. I would be more involved in 
much of this if I were able to spend more time. Overall we are happy to have the club and try to spend as much time as 
possible when we are in town. Any improvements in food, structure, activities and aesthetics would only make it that 
much better. 
I would like a smaller, simplier menu.  My friends and I are not interested in fine dining. Maybe the club should change to 
self order with meal delivery. The dining should be self supporting. The service, meal consistency from the kitchen was 
terrible last year. 
I would love to see the club be a “yacht” club and focus on what is should do, boating. We should focus on a simple 
menu that it can actually do well. The food is over priced and not good. Our members frequent the club and can’t afford 
expensive dinners 3-4 nights a week. 
I’m very opposed to the addition of the wave intenuateor because it will make it extremely difficult for sail boats to 
navigate. I would support a plan that would enlarge our current deck space so that there would be a continuous line from 
the wave intenuator and the dock . In other words, eliminate the 90* corner at the south end of the proposed plan. Also, 
the plan has presented much controversy and many feel belittled for voicing opposition. Not everyone is as skilled a 
boater as others. Safety should be a main concern. The current dock is narrow, especially when you consider the crowd 
at the Back-From-Mac. Speaking of this, I foresee MAC  boaters avoiding our club with new dock configuration.
In the past my family has dined at the club at least 2-3 times per week when the club offered a variety of dining 
experiences including basket night, Italian buffet night and Friday night buffets....all of which were great when dining with 
children and consistent service speed was an understandable challenge.  Hope to see that back again.



It needs to be remembered that we are a seasonal club, especially when it comes to dues increases.  The kitchen needs 
to have a good bar menu and not try to be a fancy restaurant.  
It would be nice to have showers available at PYC transient boaters.  Having power hook ups for transient members 
docking on main dock during the day or overnight would be helpful.  This may exist and I am not aware.
Service in the bar is always slow due to volume; especially during dinner.  Renovating the bar area to allow more bar 
tenders should be considered. It might be worth considering self service, automated beer dispensers where a credit 
could be used to buy a glass or pitcher.
Some questions difficult. Amount of min spend would affect my answer. Is rainy day fund on top of centenial fund or is it 
centenial fund? Building functionality versus aesthetics was confusing to me. 

I would like us all to remember we are a five month a year, heavily volunteer supported club. I don’t believe that we need 
five star restaurant features, either food wise or facility wise. The primary benefits as I see them are the view, boating 
and the camaraderie. None of which need marble, tile and chef Emile to accomplish! 

Thanks to all of the volunteers that put this study together and those that will use the results!
Thank you to everyone involved in creating this opportunity for members to voice their opinions.  
Thanks to the board for creating this survey and asking for input from the membership. We hope that this furthers 
positive change at PYC. The divisiveness over the past few years has been unfortunate and unpleasant, and has made 
for a negative environment, in what should be a fun, happy, and relaxing club. PYC needs to recognize and be 
responsive to the ever-changing interests of our members and potential members. 
The Centaniel Fund should be organized as a 501-C3
The spirit of our club is a gathering place for boaters and boating activities. That being said our focus needs to be on the 
"Yacht" first and "Club" second. Thank you for all of your hard work to make the PYC a wonderful place to spend time.
Very pleased dock structure will be improved and hope for additional space and improvements. Potentially for larger 
boats as well. Also, in favor of proposed improvements to dining and bar areas.
Was disappointed that the survey was not anonymous. I felt that if I took a stance on certain questions that I would be 
held to that stance in the future. The survey was very broad and wondered if it will give you the desired results. 
We are looking forward to improvements in the social aspect, particularly doing, at the club.  Should improvements not 
be achieved, our continuing membership world be at risk. 
We would like to see improved wait staff service n the dining room.
We would like to see the structural integrity of the club building being THE top priority over any and all other projects or 
improvements. 
When I say I will support things like a kitchen or dining upgrade, I am assuming that includes a more modern and healthy 
menu and some nice wine selections.  Too much fried stuff.  The best dinner last year was Greek Night.  Hire Nick 
Kassanos as your chef :)
Improve the food service. Go back to the member ordering at the bar and then picking up like the hamburger window of past.
Find a way to stop swearing in the bar.
Improve the wait staff "attitude" - service with a smile.
Improve the food.
Faster time to get meal.




